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All in a week's work? Arab conference off, 
Jordan attacks Irbid 
I/ 
Nawtpkotoi by Irian Stiffens 
It makes a lovely wall, but not such a hot window. 
That seemed to be the consensus reaction last Wednesday from University 
administrators distraught over ground floor windows at Campus Security being 
bricked shut. 
Someone, no one seems to know who it actually was, ordered maintainence 
crews to seal up the windows and the security officers were suddenly put in an 
embarrassing position. 
"Everybody thinks we're scared to death," James Saddoris, security 
director , said at the time. 
But when University President Hollis A. Moore JR. learned what had 
happened, he immediately ordered the bricks removed. So the maintainence 
crews went back to work Monday and ripped the bricks out. 
Dr. Moore called the whole thing an error. "It creates a safety hazard for 
those within the offices and is aesthetically and in other ways clearly ob- 
jectionable," he said. 
saddoris said he wanted stronger glass or screens installed to discourage 
any breaking and entering attempts. It's a common crime on campus, he said, 
I   and the windows are invitingly low 
"Really though, we're more Interested in Inviting people In than In keeping 
them shut out," he remarked. 
By the ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Arab leaders called off their summit 
conference in Cairo yesterday and sent a 
four-man mission to confer with King 
Hussein in Jordan on ways to halt the 
conflict spreading In his country. 
At the same time, the Jordanian 
army was reported to have sent 100 tanks 
and a number of warplanes into an at- 
tack on the Palestinian guerrilla 
stronghold of Irbid, 50 miles north of the 
Jordanian capital of Amman. They were 
trying to drive out the invaders from 
Syria. 
Before the summit conference 
postponement was announced, the major 
Palestine Liberation Organization told 
the Arab leaders in Cairo "the overthrow 
of King Hussein and his government Is 
essential." 
Egypt warned the United States 
against intervening in Jordan, where 
fighting raged for the sixth day with a 
death toll put at 10,000 by Cairo- radio. 
Informed diplomats in London said 
the Soviet Union had advised Britain it 
opposes any foreign intervention In 
Jordan. 
Informants at the United Nations 
said the Soviet Union had refused to Join 
the United States, Britain and Prance in 
asking Syria to withdraw tanks and 
troops from Jordan. 
The reinforced U.S. 6th Fleet was 
massing in the eastern Mediterranean 
ready to go to the rescue of the 400 or so 
Americans In Jordan. Washington was 
still trying to find a diplomatic solution to 
the conflict. 
Ronald L. Zlegler, White House press 
secretary, said in Washington the United 
States had received a request from 
Husslen for diplomatic assistance In the 
crisis. He did not deny there may also 
have been a bid for military help. 
A Cairo announcement said the 
summit conference was postponed after 
It was decided that MaJ. Gen. Jaafar el 
Numairi, president of Sudan, would lead 
the four-man peace mission to Amman. 
Egyptian Information Ministry 
spokesman Tahsin Bashlr told reporters 
the mission had reached Amman and 
was meeting with Hussein last night 
The mission will meet today with 
Hussein's chief antagonist, Yasir Arafat 
and other leaders of the Palestine 
liberation movement. 
Numairi had called for Arab in- 
tervention in Jordan " to separate the 
warring parties." He also demanded an 
immediate cease-fire but none 
proclaimed by Jordan has been heeded. 
Numairi was accompanied by 
Premier Bahi Ladgham of Tunisia, who 
had proposed the summit meeting; Gen. 
Mohammad Sadek, Egyptian chief of 
staff, and Defense Minister Saad Ab- 
dullah of Kuwait. 
Cairo radio called for " immediate 
collective Arab action to remedy the 
tragic situation in Amman," about half of 
which was reported wrecked by the 
street battles. 
Information Minister Mohammed 
Hassenin Heikal of Egypt told a news 
conference in Cairo that U.S. In- 
tervention "would be a hostile act 
against the whole Arab people and 
against world peace. What ever pretext 
the Americans brings up for Intervention 
in Jordan is condemned in advance." 
Heikal said Arafat reported that 
10,000 persons were dead in Jordan, 
including 8,000 in the refugee camp of 
Wahdat southeast of Amman. Arafat 
estimated the camp was 80 per cent 
destroyed. It misbelieved to have housed 
about 31.000 persons. 
Arafat also claimed that the town of 
Zarqa, IS miled northeast of Amman, 
was "almost completely destroyed" and 
half of Amman was destroyed. 
Zarqa had a population of about 
8,000. 
PRESIDENT MOORE speaks before his 
first convocation of freshman students. 
He told the freshmen that their challenge 
was to find 
problems of 
3. 
N«wsohHo b, Jim Fladlar 
constructive solutions to the 
the Seventies. Story on page 
Act in campus arson 
Nixon seeks bigger FBI 
WASHINGTON (AP) -President 
Nixon asked Congress yesterday for 1,000 
more FBI agents and authority for in- 
stant federal action in cases of bombings 
or burnings on college campuses. 
Republican congressional leaders 
got the word and applauded it-at a 
conference with the President, Atty. Gen. 
John N. Mitchell and FBI Director J 
Edgar Hoover. 
As House Republican Leader Gerald 
Ford of Michigan put it to reporters, the 
administration wants legislation that 
would allow the government to move In, 
investigate and prosecute bombings, 
arson and othei acts of terrorism at any 
institution of higher learning receiving 
federal funds. 
Almost all colleges and universities 
get federal help, Ford said. 
Nixon recommended that the force of 
FBI agents be boosted from 7,000 to 8,000 
.to deal with the kind of campus violence 
Ford described as well as to help combat 
airplane hl-Jackings. 
Ford quoted Hoover as reporting that 
the organlxation Students for a 
Democratic Society was directly In- 
volved in 247 arson cases and 462 per- 
sonal Injury incidents in the past 
academic year. He said these were in 
addition to about 300 other episodes of 
destruction of other facilities or 
property. 
Ford, predicting congressional 
enactment of the legislation, declared, "I 
think it will have a beneficial effect." 
He said Instances of campus 
terrorism "nave increased in number, 
tempo and seriousness" and thus 
prompted Nixon's recommendation. 
Both Ford and Senate Republican 
Leader Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania 
predicted Congress will give Nixon what 
be wants by attaching the necessary 
language to an anticrime bill the Senate 
has passed and the House Judiciary 
Committee Is considering. 
The proposal, Scott and Ford told 
newsmen, would let the FBI Intervene 
with or without a request from college 
officials or local authorities. 
Scott said the Nixon program would 
require   about   $14   million   for   the 
remainder of the 1971 fiscal year and 
nearly $23 million for a full fiscal year, 
1972. 
The two congressional leaders at- 
tributed the new move against violence 
on campuses to a deep concern they said 
has been growing in the Justice 
Department. 
Students get 10 days 
for political activities 
By Kathy Fraxe 
Issue Editor 
A resolution passed  by Academic 
Council early this summer will permit 
students to engage in political activities 
10 days prior to the 1970 general election. 
Students will be permitted to miss 
classes from Oct. 26. to Nov. 4 to cam- 
paign for candidates or issues up for 
approval in the November elections. 
In order to participate in the 
program, students must apply early this 
Kunstler to speak 
AaMclaMd Fr»«« WlraphM* 
William Kunstler 
William Kunstler, attorney 
for the Chicago Seven, Is 
planning an address on 
campus in early October. 
The outspoken defense 
lawyer has been on a speaking 
tour of college campuses 
across the nation discussing 
criminal Justice and campus 
unrest. 
Present plans are fore 
Kunstler to arrive on Tuesday 
evening, Oct. 6. 
He will speak on Ohio 
House Bill 1219, known as the 
campus riot act. 
Kunstler was approached 
to come to the Univeristy 
through the efforts of Jeff 
Leviton, senior (BA), who said 
it was necessary for the 
University community to be 
exposed to ail types of per- 
sonalities. 
quarter for permission from their deans. 
Participants will be expected to file a 
brief report of their activities at the close 
of the 10-day period. 
Dr. Stanley  Coffman   Jr,  Vice 
President of academic affairs, admitted 
there  is  no  way-not  even  with  the 
reports- that the administration can 
check up on every student's activities. 
However, he said the reports were a 
way of protecting the administration 
from charges that the University was 
letting everyone "take off." 
Absences for political campaigning 
will be considered authorized absences. 
Students will be permitted to make up 
any work missed. 
The resolution permitting students 
to miss classes was presented by Dr. 
Frank Baldanza, English professor, and 
Dr. Melvin Hyman, speech professor. 
Council earlier defeated a similar 
motion permitting any student to engage 
in political activities and make up missed 
assignments. 
Members also discussed but turned 
down proposals presented by 
representatives of Community Council 
which included closing the University 
one week prior to national elections, 
dismissing classes but keeping the 
library reading rooms and similar areas 
open, reducing the quarter to nine weeks, 
ensuring two free weeks for political 
activity. 
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eDneRiaLS opinion 
auxiliary services 
deserve thanks 
The annual chaotic move-In days at Founders 
Quadrangle were a little less so this year due to some 
forethought and planning by Auxiliary Services and its 
director A. Inghram AAllliron. 
Auxiliary Services Is to be commended for executing a 
system whereby hired students assist incoming freshmen 
with unloading and routine check-in procedures. 
This year's first days at Founders could well have been 
the worst ever considering the unfinished Thurstln Street 
pro|ect. 
Instead, assistance by upperclassmen injected more 
org"er into the procedure than ever before. 
There were fewer harried parents. Less nervous fresh- 
man girls. Shorter lines to wait in. A better atmosphere of 
welcome than ever before. 
Thanks again for realizing an unneccesary problem 
and helping to alleviate it through a good use of a service 
organization. 
It Is hoped that the system of helping freshmen move in 
will become instituted as a regular practice. It should be 
considered, also, that Founders Is not the only dormitory 
with frenzied first days. 
Traffic tie-ups and mass confusion generally prevail at 
Rodgers Quadrangle and Kohl Hall, also. Assistance 
should be extended to residents of these dormitories also 
to further aid the E. Wooster St. jam up. 
Freshman students have enough worries those first few 
days without being engulfed In a wave of disorder and 
unneccessary confusion. This year's action by Auxiliary 
Services was a big step in the right direction, but there's 
still room to Improve. 
for the university 
a suggestion 
With the Input of new freshmen into the University 
machine every year comes the normal amount of un- 
certainty and turmoil that characterizes Involvement In a 
new experience. 
In one area, however, the University could aid the In- 
coming students In adjusting to the unknown situation. 
Many Universities inform new students several 
months in advance of the identity and home address of 
their roommates-to-be. Bowling Green presently does not. 
By Instigating such a program, the University would 
permit prospective roommates to become somewhat 
acquainted and plan any additional furnishing their room 
may need before the start of school. 
It would alleviate partially at least, some of the con- 
fusion and unknowns In the first few turbulent days of 
adjustment. 
how to crush creativity 
By Glenn Waggoner 
Managing Editor 
Pasted tea wall of the News office It a 
quote from a former BG student, Robert 
Beach. 
He wrote, "Creativity is a very 
durable aspect of human behavior; often 
it takes society twenty years of in- 
stitutionalized training to crush it" 
An apparently disillusioned staffer 
noticed the quote one day and scrawled 
with pen below it, "If anybody ean crush 
it, BGSU can." 
Although few educators will admit it 
here or anywhere else, there appears to 
be a hefty grain of truth in Beach's 
statement. 
A student, for example, may take 
several courses in introductory level 
philosophy. He develops a serious in- 
terest in the subject, and fries to pursue it 
on his own by reading the works of 
Aristotle. 
Being probably an average student, 
he quickly learns that he must keep up 
other assignments. So he puts down 
Aristotle, not having anytime for it. He's 
so busy reading what he has to reed be 
has no Urns for what bs wseiU to read. 
Or if this student were of a different 
nature, he may devote all his time to 
Aristotle and forget class assignments. 
He flunks out According to regular 
standards, he isn't properly progressing 
in his education. 
Or is he? 
An overriding factor that affects 
undergraduate education here and 
elsewhere is that for the most part it's 
geared to the student who really doesn't 
want to learn and has to be forced. 
It's called gearing for the lowest 
common denominator. And students 
capable of rapid Intellectual ad- 
vancement sit bored through pie number 
of oversimplified, almost high-schoolish 
survey courses of the 100 level found in 
many departments. 
Although I don't profess to be that old, 
there must have been a time when 
"university" meant a hotbed of free 
thought, discussion and individual 
research and initiative. 
Now, undergraduate research can 
perhaps best be defined as copying 
quotes from library books for term 
papers. 
If an undergraduate wants to exercise 
individual creativity to a large extent in a 
subject of his choice, the best road for 
Mm to a ttaIn the education be wants may 
well be to drop out of school 
That road is seldom taken for reasons 
like the draft and the need of a degree for 
a Job. 
The situation of education should not 
really be surprising, however. 
When a society becomes dependent on 
having large numbers of people willing to 
do boring Jobs with little Inherent 
satisfaction   it's   inevitable   mat  the 
educational system takes on charac- 
teristics of that society. 
So here we are, freshmen not quite 
sure what to expect, and upperclassmen 
knowing a* well. 
And things really won't change for a 
long time because so few people take 
any time from their daily routine to 
question if there should be change. 
Several years ago,  the   University 
obtained a live falcon named Pru. .■ 
Frederick, to serve as mascot for the 
university sports teams. 
A falcon, the story goes, symbolizes 
rare courage, driving energy, cunning 
and intelligence. 
This summer, he died. 
A lack of exercise and the en- 
vironment were died as major factors In 
news 
Lerrers 
ecological blunders 
It's nice that we're planning towards 
the eventual elimination of the belching 
smokestack over our heating plant. But 
opinion 
the alma mater is offensive 
By Robert P. Daniels 
Quest Columalst 
[attended commencement exercleses 
at Bowling Green on August S during 
which my wife received a bachelor of 
science degree in business education. 
Delightful ceremony; beautiful day; 
nice turnout; sophisticated crowd, which 
tittered lightly when it was announced 
that the names of the cadldates for 
degrees would be Intoned by someone 
from the speech department. Very 
subtle. 
Ah, but the whole thing was ruined. 
Near the end, just before the fellow 
with the flowing white plume end the 
snazzy uniform and the gorgeous mace 
led the graduates from the Grand 
Ballroom of the Union, everyone was 
asked to stand and sing the, uh, Alma 
Mater. 
The Alma Mater is offensive. 
Ifl were asked to guess, I would say it 
probably was written by s math major. 
This is no negative value Judgment, 
Incidentally; some of my best friends 
have been math majors, and I harbor no 
bad feelings for them or anyone else. 
But the Alms Mater seems to have 
been written, as it were, by a computer 
which has been fed every trite, 
hackneyed phrase from alma maters the 
world over, or by someone in one of those 
disciplines not known for the keen sen- 
sitivity, that Inveterate awareness of 
human fooling it imbues In those who 
pursue It. Well, English is s good 
example of one that does. 
I am aware, by the way, that this is 
not THE alma mater. THE alma mater 
wass perfectly good, sensitive, sensible, 
meaningful hymn sung to the tune of 
-our mon hoppe- 
a sure cure for hijackings 
By Arthur Hoppe 
NaUoaalColumalst 
"Good-by Son," said my Sainted 
Mother as she kissed me a fond farewell 
at the airport. "Have a wonderful time in 
wherever you wind up." 
International air travel is so exciting 
these days and you know how mothers 
worry. 
"And here's a Rosary I bought for 
you, son," she said. "Wear It all times In 
good health." 
"That's funny, Mother," I said. "You 
don't look Catholic." 
"It's better you should son," she said. 
"You know those Arabs. And here's e 
copy of Das (Capital to carry. In case you 
wish to make friends with those Cubans." 
After handing me a water bag, desert 
boots and a Guide to Downtown Havana, 
my Sainted Mother let me go. But she 
really needn't have concerned herself so. 
While It's Incumbent on us ace foreign 
correspondents to travel by air, I had 
taken the ultimate precaution to Insure 
that I got to where I was going. 
Call me a coward If you will, but I 
booked space to Israel on an El Al Jet. 
El Al, as you know. Is the only airline 
that seems to get through these days-at 
West u this is being written. After all, 
when It comes to hijackings. It's good to 
fly sn airline with years of experience. 
So it was with deep inner confidence 
that I boarded the E3 Al 707 at Kennedy 
Airport in New York for the ten-hour non- 
stop (hopefully) flight to Tel Aviv. 
"Salaam, effendl," said my seatmate 
by way of greeting. 
He turned out to be a simple 
Palestinian hijacker, whose duty It was 
to help hijack an assortment of airliners 
from sn assortment of countries In order 
"to focus attention on the plight of the 
Palestinians and bring Israel to her 
knees." 
But, he confided. "We have radically 
changed our policy. No longer will we 
hijack planes to the Jordanian desert and 
blow them up. Instead, we're going to 
keep them." 
Keep them? 
"In three months," he said en- 
thusiastically, "well have the largest 
fleet In the world. Our motto will be,'Fly 
the airliner of your choice on the airline 
of our choice." 
I turned to the passenger across the 
aisle, a bearded fellow In fatigues 
smoking a big cigar. A Cuban hijacker, 
naturally. And why did he want to hijack 
planes to Havana? 
"Landing fees," he said. "It's the 
only thing keeping the Cuban economy 
going." 
It looked as though there would be a 
struggle between the two for leadership 
In commercial hijacking. I was rooting 
for the Cuban, Havana being nicer this 
time of year. But bow could El Al 
frustrate such attempts'' What was Its 
secret? 
The answer came swiftly. Before 
either man could make his move, a young 
Israeli dashed forward, put a gun to the 
pilot's head and said: "I am hijacking 
this plane In the name of Israel. Takeus 
to Tel Aviv!" 
The Palestinian and the Cuban 
slumped dejectedly in their seats. The 
Israeli explained that Israel had deckled 
to hijack her own airplanes in order "to 
focus attention on the plight of the 
Israelis and bring the Arabs to their 
knees." 
Well, mat certainly makes sense in 
the terms of Middle East politics these 
days. And the strategy works. There 
below us already Is good old Tel Aviv. 
At least It looks like good old Tel Avlv. 
let's bear (ton yoi 
The BG News wekesses all letters to 
the editor sod year eptatoa catenas. 
Dee to ear desire to srksg yea the 
largest cress-sectlea ef views sad 
, hewever, we ask that letters be 
Flnlandla. It was a hymn which cap- 
tured with enormous success most of the 
heritage of the University's northwestern 
Ohio environment, the physlcsl 
characteristics of the region and Its 
economic foundation. 
The abomination which has replaced 
It is made up of a series of insipid, 
hackneyed phrases, the granddaddy of 
which goes: "From your halls of Ivy, To 
the campus scene...." 
I mean, really! 
The very best that can be said for 
those lines Is that they are embarrassing. 
In 1(70, in this time of great 
technological, social, and cultural ad- 
vances at Bowling Green State 
University, throughout Ohio, and around 
the world, there can be no logical 
rationale for maintaining this kind of 
insult to the people-the students, faculty, 
alumni and friends of the Unlverslty-to 
whom the Alma Mater, of all things, 
should hsve some meaning and 
significance. 
Take also, aa an example of how 
fundamentally lousy this song really Is, 
these lines: "Chimes ring out with 
gladness; For our deer Bowling Green." 
When Is the last time anyone heard a 
chime ring out with gladnesa-or 
otherwise-et Bowling Green? There 
used to be a carillon In that little struc- 
ture that rests stop Hayes Hall which, 
when It worked, rang out the time of day. 
But to my knowledge, that device was 
removed years ago because It seldom 
worked. 
So In that llne-"Chlmes ring out with 
gladness"-not only are we affronted by 
some exceptionally horrid poetry, but 
also by a flagrant Inaccuracy. 
And that part about "our deer 
Bowling Green." I am aware, and you 
are, too, I hope, that every alma mater to 
the world refers somewhere to "our 
dear" something-or-other 
The overwneU.iing majority of those 
who attend and are graduated from 
Bowling Green State University attend 
no other institution of higher learning, 
and there is an obvious need resulting 
from this fact, and the fact that the 
physical Image of the University Is 
almost constantly changing, to maintain 
among its traditions an alma mater 
consistent with the tremendous amount 
of significant activities being performed 
by Its students and former students, and, 
most desperately, with the times In 
which they are performing them. 
I would like to think that by the time I 
am graduated on December 12 of this 
year the members of my class will not be 
caused to suffer the indignity of singing 
this song. 
If it cannot be decided by then to use 
the former alma mater, or to call upon 
any one or more of the many very 
talented students and former students 
capable of writing a new alma mater to 
do so, then it would be comforting, st 
toast, to know that by then the Alma 
Mater that now haunts us has been 
summarily dispatched. 
Unfortunately, our Alma Mater is the 
Splro T. Agnew of Bowling Green State 
University traditions: profoundly of- 
fensive to the greet majority of clear- 
thinking people who care enough to «•..'. 
to be served by it. 
I would be pleased to learn If your 
office Intends to give any serious con- 
sideration to this matter. 
In the meantime wouldn't this univer- 
sity's professed concern for the en- 
vironment be even more convincing if \ 
made fewer ecological blunders in oui| 
day to day operations? 
Like for example the one which Mr. 
Jack Brown points out in his letter of 
Sept. 19th: the use of throw-away plates, 
cups, etc. in the new Cardinal Room. 
(It's ironic that the very next page 
carries s story about the scarcity of Jobs 
for students on campus.) 
Or for example, my latest em- 
barrassment: my office waste basket is 
now lined with a plastic bag which, 
presumably, is lifted out, thrown away, 
and replaced each night. (This in spite of 
the fsct that I generate some of the 
cleanest trash on campus.) I could add 
more examples and so could you. 
I suggest that we establish 
somewhere high up in our administrative 
structure a permanent council which 
would ensure that our present and future 
operations are ecologically sound. It 
should be representative but small 
enough to act quickly. It«bould have the 
authority to block university activities, 
which are detrimental to the en- 
vironment. It should concern itself with 
the petty and present ss well as the large 
and long range by encouraging the 
university community to draw possible 
violations to its attention. 
Russell Tabbert 
Asst. Prof, of English 
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Moore's goal -- meaningful change 
By Jim Smith 
Editor 
As one freshman speaking 
to another, President Hollls A. 
Moore Jr. Monday told the 
Incoming class that it and 
classes that follow-"can bring 
a new day dawning to our 
University scene." 
"The college generation of 
the IMO's was characterized 
by its apathy, its seclusion 
from issues of consequence, 
its accommodation to life as 
they found it." Dr. Moore told 
the audience at the annual 
President's Convocation. 
"In the '80's," he con- 
tinued, "turmoil replaced 
timidity,  dissent   replaced 
disinterest. We were shaken 
from our lethargy by the 
students of the sixties, but to 
you of the seventies, goes the 
task of finding constructive, 
meaningful processes of 
change." 
While admitting that such a 
task may seem difficult in 
light of today's world 
situation, Dr. Moore reminded 
the students that similar 
events faced incoming fresh- 
men in 1940, 1950 and i960. 
"This university Invites 
you to continuous and candid 
debate as to what the most 
important problems are," 
said the President "and asks 
your considered Judgment 
whether   we're   turning   our 
backs on them or solving them 
or making them worse." 
While Dr. Moore insisted 
that the University would not 
stand In the way of students 
pursuing such problems as 
global peace, human rights, or 
poverty, he urged them to use 
rationalapproachesinweking 
solutions. 
"We recognise that a 
purpose of a university 
education is to help you escape 
the narrowness which Is the 
product of childhood," he 
remarked, "to assist you to 
develop breadth of interest, 
scope of talents, some depth in 
a few areas of greatest in- 
terest, but more than anything 
else to see relationships and to 
put together pieces from a 
number of sources not only to 
help explain the world, but to 
help develop one's own per- 
sonality." The President 
predicted that freshmen will 
have more opportunities in 
their tenure at Bowling Green 
to take part in the University 
decision-making   than  any 
previous class. 
This won't come about 
because the students deser e 
the power or because lot 
administration "wants to buy 
you off," Dr. Moore said, "but 
because the University will 
do its work better if you're in 
on it too." 
Crime bill clears 
House committee 
oppose plan 
for anfi-hifack faxes 
N«w»hoto by Jim Platflat 
FRESHMAN CO-EDS listen to Dr. Moore's introduction to the 
University. More than 3,000 freshmen were enrolled for the fall 
quarter. 
Griffin soys anti-pollution proposal 
pats aato workers' jobs in jeopardy 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Airlines and the Civil 
Aeronautics Board have 
opposed a plan by President 
Nixon to tax air passengers 
for the cost of anU-hi]ack 
guards. 
Chairman Secor D. Brown 
of the CAB said at a House 
Ways and Means Committee 
hearing Monday he was op- 
posed to the tax plan. 
Although Nixon acted quickly 
and effectively on the hijack 
problem, Brown said, the CAB 
feels the government should 
pay for passenger protection. 
"From  a  parochial   and 
limited viewpoint - without 
regard to economic policy," 
he said, "my colleagues do not 
like the tax." 
Secretary of Tran- 
sportation John A. Volpe, 
however, said the armed 
guards would only be used 
temporarily. The longterm 
goal Is to screen passengers 
for potential hijackers at all 
airline terminal gates. 
Meanwhile, he said, the 
guards should be paid for by 
the passengers. 
"Here we are going to be 
protecting one group of our 
people riding on a particular 
mode of transportation at a 
time when a critical situation 
has developed," he told the 
committee. 
The Nixon proposal would 
raise $155 million over the 
next three years by raising the 
international flights from $3 to 
$5 a head. On domestic flights 
the levy would be increased 
from 8 to 8^ per cent. 
Opposition from the airline 
industry was voiced by S.G. 
Tipton, president of the Air 
Transport Association. 
"I can think of no other 
case," he said, "in which a 
citizen has been asked to pay 
special taxes for the protec- 
tion of his government." 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
long-delayed but toughened 
bill against organized crime 
and bombthrowers - Including 
the death penalty for fatal 
bombings - has cleared a 
House judiciary sub- 
committee. 
The bill, backed by 
President Nixon was ap- 
proved Monday under heavy 
pressure from Republican 
leaders and went to the full 
Judiciary Committee 
yesterday with House action 
expected within two weeks. 
The bill is basically the 
Organized Crime Control Act 
passed by the Senate 73 to 1 
last January, with a stiff anti- 
bombing section added. 
Extensive   civil   liberty 
safe-guards won by sub- 
committee opponents led by 
Chairman Emanuel Celier, 
(D-N.Y.), were scrapped 
before the bill was approved. 
The bill would prohibit 
selling explosives to felons 
and persons under 21 and 
would require federal licen- 
sing of explosive manufac- 
turers, dealers and importers. 
It would bring draft and 
military recruiting centers 
under the law against 
destroying federal buildings 
by Including any property 
used by the government. 
But most of the thick, 10- 
title bill Is designed to crack 
down on organized crime by 
authorizing broader In- 
vestigations and easier 
arrests and convictions 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. 
Edmund S. Muskie has been 
accused of playing economic 
roulette with the jobs of IS 
million auto workers through 
a bill requiring the mass 
production of nonpolluting 
cars no later than 1975. 
The issue is the toughest 
air pollution package ever 
brought trtore Congress, a 
measure setting a series of 
deadlines - up to five years - to 
achieve air quality standards 
to protect the public health. 
Sen. Robert P. Griffin, the 
assistant Republican leader 
whose state of Michigan 
contains the nation's largest 
auto companies, said of the 
Maine Democrat Monday: "I 
think the senator and his 
committee have gone too far." 
"The technology Is not 
available to meet the stan- 
dards imposed by this bill,!' 
Griffin said. 
It takes as much as  43 
months to make a major 
change in auto design, he said, 
once the technological know- 
how is available. 
"We are playing economic 
roulette with millions of jobs 
in the auto Industry," Griffin 
complained. 
Muskie replied, "This isn't 
a question of Russian roulette 
or economic roulette and no 
amount of rhetorical 
exaggeration can make it that 
way." 
UAO 
BRIDGE LESSONS 
Weds. 7:00-9:OOpw St.pt. 30 thru Nov. 18 
$4.50 
Instructor Mrs. WE   Steidtmann 
Sign up now Union Activities 
8  lessons  
ne  
3rd Floor Union 
WE'LL BLOW UP 
ANY PHOTO INTO 
A DYNAMIC 
2 ft. x 3 ft POSTER! 
DRAMATIC . .. STRIKING .. . IMPRESSIVE! 
Display any photo of yourself, friend, rela- 
tive or pet as a HUGE ? ft. x 3 ft Super 
poster! We'll blow up any black and white or color photo into an 
excellent, sharp black-and-white poster that really attracts attention. 
Perlect lor dorm, bedroom, den, sorority house, or as an unusual 
gift Just send us a snapshot (no negative), returned unharmed with 
your 2 ft. x 3 ft. enlargement. Fast delivery by one of the nation's 
oldest poster studios — since 1919. Send only $3 95 tor one or 
$6.00 for two identical posters — you save almost $2.00! Satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Mail your photo with remittance to 
CIIDCDDfiCTCD D,P' p ° B°" 250° OUrCrirUOlCn Englewood.   New Jersey 07631 
mw^rsm^fww^Brw^srsmr^mBrmf^smrsr-mi^Emm^rs ffimmwsmmzwx 
DORSEYS DRUGS 
500 E. Woosfer By The Tracks 
Just 1/2 Block From Campus 
Let Us Fill Your Prescriptions From Home 
-Your Drug Headquarters In Bowling Green 
3S838S!«i!!S8&«SS8S»&fe!S«-S 
Featuring F.I.P. Monthly Specials ! 
BANKAMERICARD 
HONORED 
•*••*••••••••••****•••***** 
J Hours * 
*      9:00 AM To 10:00 PM       J 
Mon. Thru Sat. 
j  Sundays Noon To 6:00 PM  j 
VISIT OUR PIPE 
& TOBACCO SHOP 
VMjnamzzmmTmmTmmimmmrmm bammwjumnFMMi 
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Rail unions threaten strike 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Nixon administration ■ ■fter 
putting off one nationwide rail 
strike       threat,       turned 
I yesterday to a recurring 
dispute that threatens a coast- 
I to coast rail shutdown tonight. 
Government    officials 
I scheduled talks with the AFL- 
CIO United Transportation 
Union (UTU) and rail industry 
1
 negotiators in the long dispute 
over elimination of locomotive 
firemen's Jobs. 
Nixon last Friday invoked 
the Railway Labor Act to 
delay for 60 days a threatened 
strike by the UTU and three 
other unions over wages. 
But he already has used the 
60-day delay to stop a previous 
strike threat In the firemen's 
dispute and has no further 
legal power to halt any 
walkout over that issue. 
The  union  has served a 
strike notice for 12:01 ajn. 
tomorrow. 
Labor Department officials 
expressed cautious hopes they 
will be able to get a further 
voluntary strike delay or a 
settlement, but If they can't 
only Congress could halt a 
strike over the firemen's 
issue. 
Congress in 1963 created a 
special arbitration board that 
gave the railroad Industry the 
THE HONORS- 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
PROGRAMS 
vmmxsj&mMW, 
Have Moved From 
Student Services Bldg. 
To 
Education Bldg. 
Rooms 540-41-42 
U&MMMMMJ&3SMMJZM2, 
PHONE: 272-2256 
right to eliminate 90 per cent 
of the firemen's Jobs on diesel 
yard and freight engines. 
Nearly 20,000 firemen were 
removed, with special ter- 
mination pay and the right to 
other railroad jobs for most of 
them, In the two years the 
special law was in effect. 
The UTU, which absorbed 
the old Locomotive Firemen's 
union In a merger, is now 
demanding that most of the 
Jobs be restored. Some 20,000 
firemen remain on passenger 
trains and some freights. 
The union argues firemen 
are needed for safety to keep a 
watch from the side of the 
locomotive cab opposite the 
engineer. The industry argues 
firemen haven't been needed 
since diesel engines replaced 
steam engines, and calls the 
union, demands feather- 
bedding. 
In the other case, U.S. 
District Court Judge Howard 
Corcoran ordered the four 
unions in the wage dispute to 
halt a one-day strike against 
three rail lines. Nixon acted 
after Labor Department of- 
ficials warned the dispute 
could erupt again in a 
nationwide strike. 
Corcoran had ruled in a 
previous dispute Involving 
several other unions that the 
"whip-saw" or selective strike 
against one or a few lines was 
illegal. 
The wage dispute, In ad- 
dition to the UTU, involves 
the, Brotherhood of Railway 
Clerks 
zL isanello s 
203 N. Main 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
REE Delive _ .   -    W« UM »t.lh Dou|h s 7  
IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS 
Phone 352-6782, 352-5167 or 352-5166 
5 P.M. - 1 A.M. Dally - - 2 A.M. Fri. ft Sat. 
SIZES 
Diimt-tcr — 10 Inch 11 Inch 14   Inch IS Inch 
Cheese $1 05 $1.30 $1.85 $2.90 
Any  1  Item 1.25 1.60 2.25 3.30 
Any 2 Items 1.45 1.90 2.65 3.60 
Any 3 Items 1*5 2.20 2.95 3.90 
Delux I.M 2.50 3.35 4.40 
Extra  Cheese .15 .20 .25 .35 
ITIMS 
•     *«p«rom •    Siuu|i •   i..i •     Muihroeml 
•    Onion. •      Anchoviti •      OrMn Papptri       •     H«n 
Nad rap OrcnfC 
,„„,,„* 
by Jla Fl.JI.e 
PRE CLASS FOOTBALL occupies 
student after moving in. It looks Ilk* a 
game of pros vs. amataurs (the pros have 
the longer hair). 
TAKE OUT ORDERS 
1
 Call 354-8731 or 352-992S 
n Vf^S ^   ft   K        Accommodations For 
1 y*^> «\    Banquets, Parties and Meetings 
en11\esc ANi) 
AiVtCKICAfV   rooi) 
Open from 11 A.M. till 9:00 P.M 
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs. 
11 A.M. till 10:30 P.M. 
Fri. & Sat. 
BG Campus 
U.S. 25 Main St. 
You Can't Do As Well Anywhere Else 
ONLY KROGER OFFERS YOU 
sunrise 
FRESH 
n-NOtR 
1. GUARANTEED 
SUNRISE FRESH 
PRODUCE 
TENDERAY 
U.S.D.A. CHOICE 
BEEF 
3. EXTRA VALUE 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES 
PLUS - Top Value Stamps 
VALUABLE     COUPON 
TRIPLE VSGE STAMPS 
With this coupon & a 
M000 or more purchase 
Bowling Gr««n   Krooer Only 
Coupon txeires Sat., S»pf  26, 1970. 
Limit One Coupon per Customer B 
(YOU CANT DO AS WELL 
ANYWHERE ELSE) 
....    i 
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NICHOLS SETS THE FASHION PACE 
WITH THE MOST UPTIGHT THREADS 
YOU HAVE EVER SEEN. 
i 
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I—Nichols Is Fashion- 
Drab Male Staging Fashion Revolt;     New Sports Color, Style 
NEW YORK - Secretary ol 
Die Interim Walter J. Hickel 
bought a fur seal overcoat A 
couple of months later, Joe 
Namath topped him with a mink 
one. Joe Pepltone. then the first 
baseman for the New York Yan- 
kees, grew bangs and buttoned 
himself into a skinny suit Rich- 
ard Burton and Archibald B 
Koosevelt (grandson of Ihe 
Rough Rider president i sported 
necklaces. 
A doctor from Sleubennlle 
().. stopped in at Bonwit's and 
bought a complete Cardin outfit, 
even to the Robin Hood hat. A 
New York barber raised his 
price to $35 for styling side- 
burned, longer hair. And George 
li Widener. the Philadelphia so- 
cialite sportsman, made the 
first male best-dressed list at 
the age of 79. 
All this happened within the 
last couple of years. And why 
not? Men have had greater days 
of fashion glory in the past 
In the Third Century' A.D.. the 
Human emperor Heliogabalus 
wore purple togas, pearl neck- 
laces and armloads of bracelets. 
Philip tl of Spain anl his 16th 
century courtiers favored pump- 
kin-shaped breeches and lace 
ruffs. When Britain's Charles I 
lost his head in 1649. the head 
wore long wavy hair and a 
pointed beard. 
Male plumage reached its 
apogee in the 18th century 
French courts. Men wallowed in 
curled hair,  ruffled pantaloons 
and high-heeled shoes. The 
French Revolution fixed all 
that: the new "citizen" wore 
somber black 
The few frills left to men were 
killed off by the industrial revo- 
lution in England and the Ger- 
man hausfrau values of Queen 
Victoria. Gentlemen took to 
looking solid and respectable 
and only cads varied from the 
norm. 
"Until the end of the 18th cen- 
tury." says James Laver the 
British historian, "clothes were 
gorgeous even for men. but the 
females (unlike the rest of ani- 
mal creation I. were more gor- 
geous still Soon .afterwards 
men's clothes went plain and 
have remained so since. For the 
last ISO years, the human hen 
has had all the fine feathers and 
her matt has had almost noth- 
ing in the way of personal 
adornment." 
Short Hair 'Sincere' Ties 
Until the last half of this dec- 
ade. Mr haver's picture of 
Western Man had been accu- 
rate Except for a few flurries 
into zoot suits or pearl-gray 
fedoras worn bv gangsters 
ithose cads again), modem ev- 
er) man wore short hair, a gray 
or'dark suit, a white shirt and a 
sincere" tic 
As the decade dawned. 1960 
niiin was well exemplified by 
the then vice president. Richard 
M. Nixon — sober, unfrivolous 
and  a   little bit  baggy.   Even 
THE BARRINGTON. Mannie Mandel designs a 
smashing leather duo for. Nichols exclusive leather 
collection. Two-to button, double breasted, shaped 
sports coat handsomely teams with matching pants. 
Both in choice of buttery soft Angola Feather 
leather or imported New Zealand Suede leather. 
Sport coat has full satin lining. See for yourself at 
Nichols. 
John F. Kennedy, considered a 
dude by Ihe fashion right wing, 
differed only in that his suits fit- 
ted better. 
The first swipe at the gray 
flannel armor was taken in the 
early 1960s by Louis XIVs 
countryman. Pierre Cardin. 
Starting rather gingerly by sell- 
ing wide ties in  his  women's 
boutique, he moved on to 
mpped-in jackets, which fared 
out over narrow trousers. The 
man in the street scoffed at the 
Cardin exquisite, but he began 
to lake a second look at the 
wrinkles in his suit. 
Beatles Woa The War 
Mr. Cardin was the lather of 
the peacock revolution, but the 
Beatles were the shock troops 
who won the war. (They them- 
selves had been just another 
rock group until one of their girl 
triends changed thei. fashion 
image, i The Beatles charged, 
first through Europe and then 
this country (in 1964). and the 
gleeful young followed them into 
Prince Valiant hairdos, suits 
buttoned to the chin and flam- 
boyant haberdashery. 
By 1966, the era of anything 
goes in male fashion had begun 
Although a British tailor still 
called Americans the "worst 
dressed in the world" and decr- 
ied the banality of their uniform 
as "penance-for-my-privileges." 
the uniform was getting more 
cheerful. 
Camaby Street shops sprouted 
in many department stores, and 
J. C. Penney offered the mod 
designs of the London street's 
John Michael In Its catalogue. 
Pierre Cardin, who by then was 
selling more men's clothes than 
the women's fashions he started 
with, came here to open a Car- 
din boutique in Bonwit Teller for 
designs he described as "sexy 
for men." 
For Coats For Men 
Wildly-flowered and ruffled 
shirts had spread as far west as 
Arizona, and wide ties were 
being sold in that conservative 
bastion, Brooks Brothers. The 
first men's furs were the so- 
called manly pelts — seal, rac- 
coon or Persian lamb — but the 
few men's furriers who tried 
mink in 1966 didn't sell them. 
(Two years later, after Joe 
Namath's much-publicized mink 
they had plenty of takers. I 
In 1967, the Earl of Snowden 
wore a turtle-neck sweater with 
a dinner jacket, and head wai- 
ters all over town had hysterics 
as men adopted the comfortable 
fashion. The tieless fashion 
needed adornment, and the hip- 
pie's humble necklace was 
translated into gold and gems 
by uptown Jewelers. BUI Blass, 
who in 1966 had been getting his 
own wardrobe at London's Kll- 
gour, French & Stanbury, in- 
troduced his "gangster" suits 
for bankers. Conversely, mem- 
bers of the Mafia were switch- 
ing to ivy tailoring. 
By 1968, India's Jawharlal 
Nehru, dead for four years, had 
become the tailor's dream man. 
The collarless Nehru jacket ap-i 
peared on Wall Streeters as well 
as the Third Avenue bar set. If 
the dinner jacket wasn't a Neh- 
ru, then it was velvet — black, 
brown and even red. The jacket 
was so skinny that Mark Cross 
introduced handbags for men to 
carry their gear in. The status 
shoe — Gucci's moccasin with 
the metal bit — got competition 
from colored patent leather. Mr. 
Blass lengthened coat hemlines 
to the calf. 
AVAILABLE   AT   NICHOLS 
With   talc trend of fashion, 
Nichols Is out In front with all 
Ike latest styles. Lambskin 
shearling coati, trench 
aviator coats, kangaroo coats, 
and ike nndeitrnctable 
pigskin coat are all available 
at Nichols Clothiers, 1W South 
Mala Street, Bowling Green, 
Ohio 434*2. Nichols have suits 
to fit everybody's taste. Over 
7M suits and sport coats to 
choose       from. 
Very hard to come by, this norfolk style 
kangaroo pott and doeskin suede coat, is 
a main attraction at Nichols Clothiers. At 
11*0, it's smash and according to last 
year's performance, it won't be around 
long. 
1 
White Canvas. This French aviator's jacket sports a 
wide lapel, is short waisted and belted. It is trimmed 
in brown cabretta leather, with the same color leather 
pants to match. 
Fashion experts would agree. This is the ensemble a 
man could feel proud of. A double breasted sportcoat 
with leather trim. The pants with the same leather 
trim can be a contrasting plaid (shown above) or the 
same as the coat. The price is something most guys 
will like. Check it out at Nichols along with many 
other     fasions     in     the     same     category. I 
-"-r- 
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Cancellation rate 
reaches new high 
• Cancellation rat* for ad- 
miiiion to the University has 
reached a new high this year, 
according to John W. Martin, 
admissions director. 
Even though Bowling 
Green was not the scene of 
violent demonstrations last 
spring, Martin said the can- 
cellation rate may be due to 
campus unrest. 
Another possible cause Is s 
general eceonomlc slowdown, 
which puts a large damper on 
the college plans of many 
high school graduates, Be 
said. 
Prior to final registration, 
the admissions office es- 
timated freshman enrollment 
at 3,300. However, the final 
total may drop to 3,250 when 
exact figures are in within the 
next few weeks. 
Freshman women out- 
number the men by 52. 
Ninety per cent of the 
freshman are from Ohio, with 
the remaining 10 per cent 
coming from nearby eastern 
states. New York, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and 
Michigan are home for most of 
the out-of-state freshmen, 
A total of 687 freshmen are 
from Cuyahoga County. 
About 1,791 freshmen and 
transfer students are enrolled 
in the College of Education. 
Enrollment In the College of 
Arts and Sciences is 1,366 and 
712 freshmen and transfer 
students are in the College of 
Business Administration. 
Only 16 transfer students 
are freshmen. 
Freshman men are housed 
In Kohl Hall and Rodgers 
Quadrangle halls; women are 
In Founders and McDonald 
West. 
TO 
DO 
TODaY 
t 
- Heaesfceie »y o*»« tttneto 
DISC JOCKEY Bill Neiderman checks out the equipment in the 
studios of the now closed-circuit campus radio station VVFAL that 
began broadcasting yesterday. 
Moore adopts Club seal 
for stationery letterhead 
A modern redesign of the 
University's seal created in 
1966 will be used more 
frequently now that President 
Hollis A. Moore Jr. baa In- 
dicated his approval of its 
SIGMA NU 
Will sponsor a program 
featuring Col. J.C. Clem chiefs 
of staff of the Army National 
Guard, at 6:30 p.m. on the 
green south of the Sigma Nu 
house. In case of bad weather 
the program will be held In 105 
Hanna Hall. 
Thursday 
WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL 
ASSOCIATION 
Practices for the women's 
field hockey club will be held 
Thursday from 3:45 until 5:15 
p.m. behind the Women's 
Building. 
D Gasoline 
^PP       344 N. Main 
Welcomes All Freshmen 
And Returning Students 
We Hove The Lowest Priced Gas 
And Cigarettes In Town 
80% Of Our Staff Attends B G.S U. 
So Trust Your Fellows Students 
And Use The Valuable Coupon 
COUPON   DAYS 
Double Top Value Stamps 
With Your First Purchase 
umo 
&" 
The New Seal 
contemporary design. 
Although the redesigned 
seal will be retained as a 
symbol for the President's 
Club, It will also appear on the 
President's correspondence 
materials. 
The symbol originally 
designed for the President's 
Club, contains all the elements 
of the old seal-sun, moun- 
tains, arrows and wheat- 
unified In a single design. 
It Is designed In the shape 
of a shield rather than the 
circle used before. 
Jerry I.. Fischer, director 
of University Publications and 
• former art student, Jerry 
Schoendorf, created the 
symbol. 
However, he stressed that 
the new symbol will not 
replace the original seal. 
Fischer and his staff began 
working    on    alternative 
RADIO 680 AM 
Has positions available for sales and 
secretarial personnel.  Interested persons 
moy apply in 413 South Hall. 
DOMINO 
PIZZA 
2 FREE COKES 
with any pizza order 
Offer good SEPT. 24th only 
call 352-5221 
designs for the University seal 
about 16 months ago. 
The staff was con- 
centrating on a symbol that 
would be reserved for special 
places rather than a decal or 
sticker that could be pasted on 
to any surface. 
"We wanted to cut down 
and control Its use," Fischer 
said. 
However, efforts to 
promote the importance of the 
seal have failed so far. 
The staff created one 
symbol incorporating the 
letters BG, but the University 
community did not react 
favorably to It. 
The modern redesigned 
seal appeared on the cover of 
the program for the 
President's convocation 
Monday night, a further In- 
dication of the President's 
approval of the new design. 
Fischer's staff Is presently 
experimenting with a solid 
color design for the symbol In 
place of the outlined symbol. 
WIGU-FM to air 
all-Hack profria 
•f ■»iic, camay 
A Black Radio Show 
featuring soul music, black 
history and black comedy will 
premiere on WBGU-FM, M.l, 
tonight at eleven. 
The first program will 
feature albums by well known 
soul music stars. 
It is hoped that the 
program will be expanded to 
include panel discussions with 
the Black Student Union on 
current Issues. 
If response to the program 
Is favorable. It could become a 
nightly feature of the station. 
The program will begin as a 
weekly feature, however. 
Campus closed-circuit radio 
to broadcast all-rock format 
ByHareldBrewm 
Isaac Better 
If you've been playing with 
the dud on your AM radio to 
see bow many "rock" stations 
there are around BG you may 
run across WFAL, the new 
closed circuit campus radio 
station. 
Les Bortell, general 
manager, said the station was 
created to serve campus 
residents with a "quality AM 
radio station with the type of 
music they enjoy." 
The station also provides 
students Interested in 
broadcasting with practical 
on-the-air experience and 
guidance, BorteD said. 
WFAL went on the air for 
the firat time yesterday, 
Bortell said. He hopes to have 
the station on its regular 
format and schedules by the 
end of the week. 
Broadcasting hours are 
from 10 a.m. to 2 ajn. with 
plans to be a 24-hour station In 
the near future. 
WFAL operates on a 
frequency of M0 kc and la a 
commercial station. 
Fraternities, sororities and 
other interested groups may 
buy time as well as any 
business operation. 
The station features Top 40, 
heavy and progressive rock 
music, with news twice each 
hour. 
It has a staff of 24 disc 
Jockeys and a news staff of 46 
students. Newscasts will 
consist of campus news and 
indepth coverage of various 
aspects and departments of 
the University, Bortell said. 
All students In 
management positions of the 
station have professional 
experience, Bortell said. 
Bortell said that this 
professional expert* ce 
should enable the staff to learn 
that the real thing is not 
always like the text book says. 
Mark Hartman, junior 
(BA) la news director and 
Terry Gottahalk, WBGU 
station manager is chairman 
of the WFAL program ad- 
visory board. 
Long range plans for the 
station include entire 
coverage of the campus by 
adding transmitters to various 
buildings around the campus. 
All equipment presently 
being used at WFAL was 
donated, with the exception of 
the nine transmitters located 
in various dorms around 
campus. 
Bortell said the station 
plans to order new equipment 
in the near future for use by 
the beginning of school next 
fall. 
PUZZLE 
By Lois Jones 
ACROSS 
Vocalized. 
Happen. 
Midwestern 
college town. 
Scope. 
Bonanza's 
Mr. Greene. 
Distance 
measure. 
Iran 
monelar> 
unit. 
Aromatic 
herb. 
Red 
navigator. 
Term of 
endearment. 
Glut. 
Cease. 
Varnish 
ingredient. 
Contempt. 
Ajed. 
Musirul 
Sroup. 
umerous. 
Obstruct. 
Stiffen. 
Industrious 
insect. 
High 
Pointed lull 
asten. 
Personal 
ilebt. 
Abhor. 
Pelt. 
Tranquil. 
Social 
outrast. 
Male. 
Joshua's 
associate. 
At no time. 
Swab. 
Adolescent 
age. 
Krror. 
58 Wild ox. 
59 South 
African 
Erovince. 
oviel river. 
02 For men 
only. 
(13 Color. 
04 Pro —. 
05 Kntire. 
lit! Confronts. 
I>7 Masculine 
name. 
DOWN 
1 Carnelian. 
2 Operatic 
solo. 
3 Close. 
4 Balcony. 
5 Swedish 
island. 
li Viet —. 
7 Dernier —. 
8 Left over. 
9 Steward. 
Ill North or 
South —. 
11 Mud. 
12 Lamb. 
13 School. 
21 Hostelry. 
23 Act it up. 
25 Shade tree. 
2fi Little. 
27 Light boat. 
28 Heuilily 
available. 
29 Propeller. 
31 Test. 
32 School: Fr. 
33 Digit. 
35 Lnily goal. 
36 Title "I 
respect. 
3K A crowd. 
39 Vat. 
12 CumpinK 
supi 
i i ■ 
>ls. 
43 Distant. 
14 Seize. 
4li Threat. 
47 Aegean Sea 
island: var. 
49 Poison. 
50 Distances. 
51 Ouick. 
52 Preposition. 
53 F.miine 
infant. 
54 Kmporium. 
55 Street 
urchin. 
5(1 — Smith. 
57 Dash. 
(Ml Article. 
1 1 1 « 1 ! s 1 • • i ,0 11 1! 11 14 n " ■ 
DO 11 exexi 
34 1 
31 17 31 so 
14 ■ " ■ u 
n w w (0 
41 41 SB 41 
<S 1"   1 ■ r 
4S ■ 
SI SI S! ■r 
SI 1 M i ■ 1 42 53 44 SI " 47 
( Field Enterprises, Inc., 1970 »/21/10 
Solution to Yesterday's Puzzle 
CRYPTOGRAM - it> Barbara .1. Mngg 
Ml XI  P     M LOT HA (II     OX I' 
FTI.HA     I   (ill. F     F.I.KFAI.T. 
Yesterday's cryptogram: Happy pachyderm 
made preparations for fun trip: he packed his 
trunk. 
WIZARD OF ID 
T9AM& AK0 CdeMPLA/NlN* 
A0CIT O-je 06:H6 ZCCHBY 
V  IN Tue HTUNHIMS Bvwm J 
t p.rk.r and J.hn.jr kin 
CLASSIFIED 
BUS I NE S S 
roRTUNTTIES 
O P •     transportation.   354-4572. 
Established Group now 
holding auditions for female 
vocalist.   3S2-64M or 3524304. 
Riot Act 1219, Ecology, 
population control, students 
vs. establishment, power and 
uses vs. abuses, politics. 
Students who want to ac- 
complish something without 
hassling with rhetoric, 
platitudes, and gestures. 
Contact BGSU Young 
Republican dub. Box 31, U. 
Hall. 
Wanted: Ace photog who 
knows his stuff, work hard for 
little pay, Ukes to see his stuff 
published, must provide much 
of his own equipment, 
patience, stamina and blood. 
Weird working conditions and 
co workers supplied at no cost. 
Inquire to Brian at BG News. 
daily til 8 p.m.  Sat. til 5. 
Make reservations for Tea's 
call 354-7065. Canterbury Inn. 
children. Must have car. Call 
686-4451 for information, 
mornings 9-11:30, evenings 
after 5:30. 
Rooms for rent. 1 room, one 2 
bedroom apt., one 1 bedroom 
apt All furnished utilities 
included.   Call 3834831. 
Typing-Theses,    Disser- 
tations, etc.   889-4861. 
Stables to board horses m mi. 
from University. Call Wayne 
Bradley 3544106. 
RECORDS! Oldies! 20,000 in 
stock. Send 35 cents for 2,000 
listing catalog. Mail Orders 
filled. RECORD CENTER 
1895 W. 25th, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Record Tapes. 
Babysitter needed for 1 child 
I 34 TIMS. 4s Thar. Furnish own 
RENTALS-SALES 
Better   Business   MacWnes- 
Typewrlters,   adders   and 
calculators. Sales service and 
Rentals. 227 S. Main. 352-7780 
Female roommate wanted 
Wlnthrop Apt Prefer Senior 
or Grad Student. Call 3524922 
after 5. 
1989 Yamaha "305" Best offer. 
354-9945. 
1950   Pontlac   good   tran- 
sportation.   Body Poor 178. 
3534478. 
Reliable female student to live 
in with widow and 3 school age 
Tht BG News, Wednesday. September 23, 1970/Poge 7 
Unrest helps 
explain drop 
in Alumni gifts 
Cash gifts to the Alumni 
Association ere slightly down 
this year, due in part to latt 
spring's campus unrest, ac- 
coring to James E. Hot, 
director of alumni services. 
A recent survey run by tht 
organisation shows alumni 
grants totalling 90,000 now, 
compared to $53,000 collected 
by the same time last year. 
"A $9000 gift from one 
donor has really beefed up tht 
gift fund this year," Hot said. 
"It's hard to say just bow 
much last spring's activities 
have affected contributions," 
he said. "We've had only IS 
leas donors but at the same 
time have been swamped with 
letters from concerned 
alumni." 
The Senior Challenge gift 
fund begun last year has 
netted the University an 
additional $26,500 so far, said 
Hof. More contributions are 
expected from August sod 
December graduating llttit 
"All in all," said Hof, "we 
are pretty much on par. It's 
really hard to say where we're 
going to end up until we get the 
final tallies around the first of 
January." 
Further appeals for con- 
tributions have recently been 
sent out by the Alumni 
Association. 
Iirtis, Clippers set 
•xbiiiti.. ■■■• 
li 16 let Artie 
An American Hockey 
League exhibition game will 
be played Wednesday, Oct. 7, 
at 7 p.m. In the Ice Arena. 
Tickets for the game 
between Cleveland and 
Baltimore will be $2.50 for 
adults and $1.50 for students. 
All seats are general ad- 
mission. 
Public skating sessions will 
be held at the Ice Arena 
beginning Saturday and 
Sunday from 8 to 10 p.m. 
The University's hockey 
team will begin practice at 
the Ice Arena Monday, Oct. 11 
:; 
Police arraigned for theft 
M.-.PS... by Jlr» Flxll.r 
AN EMPTY policecar stands rather forelornly at 
the curb, symbolizing the burden of suspicion cast 
on four members of the city's force in recent 
weeks. 
Two Bowling Green 
policemen and a former 
auxiliary patrolman have 
been arraigned in Wood 
County Common Pleas Court 
on charges of breaking and 
entering and concealing stolen 
property. A second former 
auxiliary patrolman is to be 
U.S. |t-f* refeses 
te rtleete Maes 
•f Aitlocb. iritis 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
federal Judge has temporarily 
stopped Washington's school 
board from releasing to a 
House District of Columbia 
subcommittee the names of 
teachers who attended An- 
tloch College. 
U.S. District Court Judge 
Oliver Gasch took the action 
Monday. He directed the 
information not to be released 
for at least 10 days to permit a 
hearing set for Sept. 29. 
The names of the teachers 
were requested in the name of 
Rep. John Dowdy, (D-Tex.), 
chairman of the Investigating 
Subcommittee of the House 
District Committee. An at- 
torney representing the 
subcommittee in court did not 
give a reason for the request. 
LEARN TO FLY NOW I 
In A Fantastic Piper Cherokee 
The University Is Now Offering 
3 Credit Hours For 
Obtaining Your 
Pilot's Licence 
1st 45 Min. Lessons $5 
$70 For our complete  Starting Date 
g.rouhd school course      
—
'.    ,       ",.    ■ 
Books included       October ?3 
Contact Crow Inc. 
UntoersifyAirpSrf 
Freshmen Are VIP's 
SAVE 
AND DESERVE THE VERY BEST. 
2.50 oi 
HAIRCUTS. 
OPt?N 6-DAYS 
Mon., T *es.   Wed. 8om-6pm 
Thur.       s 8am-9pm 
Fri. . 8om- 7pm 
Sat. J 8am-Spm 
Colonial Barbershop 
CLIP HERE 
Freshmen Discount Card 
50c Off Regular  Pries on Haircut 
Not valid on Saturday* 
COLONIAL BARBER SHOP 
125 E. Court Street 
This Cord expires after 5 haircuts 
or Jan 31, 1971 
»UNCH HERE   m • • • • 
THE B.G.S.U. 
'•*?~&TL&*0*4*ier*0^&*0*4?*0*&~&*4r^^ 
YOUNG REPUBLICAN CLUB 
WELCOMES 4LL STUDENTS 
TO CAMPUS & INVITES 
YOU 
TO BE INVOLVED 
CONCERNED PERSONS 
May Submit Inquiries To 
Box 31   University Hall 
Via Campus Mail 
arraigned tomorrow. 
The three are, Thomas E. 
Woodbury, 30, 123 W. Merry 
Ave., his brother Ronnie L. 
Woodbury, 23, Liberty Hi 
Road, and James E. Falls, 22, 
214 S. Grove St. 
All entered pleas of In- 
nocent. The second auxiliary 
patrolman, Howard 
Lashuary, S3. 327 W. Merry 
Ave., was granted an ex- 
tension by the court because of 
defense attorneys prior 
commitments. 
The four men were in- 
dicted after a recent day-long 
session of testimony from 
more than IS witnesses. The 
officers were arrested after a 
week of investigation which 
began Sept 2. 
The Wood County sheriff's 
department confiscated stolen 
allegedly merchandise found 
at the Woodbury residence on 
Liberty Hi Road. 
Thomas Woodbury has 
been charged In a three-count 
indictment with breaking and 
entering. Ronnie Woodbury 
has been charged in two two- 
count indictments with con- 
cealing stolen property. Both 
officers have been suspended 
indefinitely from the police 
department pending court 
action. 
Palls was indicted in a 
two-count indictment with 
breaking and entering and 
Lashuay has been Indicted on 
one count of breaking and 
entering. 
A breaking and entering 
conviction carries a 1-18 year 
sentence and concealing 
stolen property brings a 1-7 
year jail term. 
The men have been given 
30 days to file defense 
motions, then a court date will 
be set. 
Falls and Lashuay are 
free on 19.000 bond and the 
Woodbury brothers are free on 
$10,000 bond. 
Uoum Inwtejh 
TO A 
GRAND 
OPENING 
1616 E. WOOSTER STREET 
( Near Instestate 75) 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS! 
WHETHER YOU'RE NEW AT B.G.S.U. OR 
RETURNING TO FURTHER YOUR EDUCATION  
YOU STILL HAVE TO EAT. WE INVITE YOU TO 
SHOP ONE OF THE NEWEST AND MOST 
BEAUTIFUL SUPERMARKETS IN 0HI0....N0W 
CELEBRATING OUR GRAND OPENING! STOP 
IN AND GET ACQUAINTED WITH THE FRIENDLY 
FOLKS AT GREAT SC0T....WHERE THRIFTY 
SHOPPING IS A PLEASURE! 
OPEN DAILY 9AM 10P« SUNDAY 10AM 6P« 
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Book award aids students 
By Harold Brown 
Iirae Editor 
A book scholarship 
'program to aid students who 
may not be eligible for other 
financial assistance has been 
made available through the 
Student Financial Aids Office. 
To be eligible, according to 
(Jus     Coppola,     graduate 
assistant in the office, a 
person must be a full-time 
student with a 3.6 or higher 
accumulative average. 
The student must also have 
completed a minimum of 42 
hours or not more than 171 
hours toward his degree. 
Coppola said the first 
scholarships were awarded 
for this academic year after 
Students to receive 
phone book 
The 1970 Temporary 
Student Telephone Directory 
Is now available for both on 
and off-campus students. The 
directory, which this year 
contains student numbers and 
a listing of departmental 
numbers, is mostly an on- 
campus directory. 
Numbers of off-campus 
students will appear only if 
their personal data sheets 
were properly returned. 
On-campus students will 
receive their directories in 
their residence halls and off- 
campus students may pick up 
the directory at the Commuter 
Center. 
The BG News 
Cordially Invites You To 
Share 
A 
Fifth 
September 28 
grade reports were received 
for the spring quarter. 
However, he emphasized 
that the program is already 
closed for this school year. 
If a students grade average 
drcips below the 3.6 minimum 
(kirinn the school year he does 
not lose the scholarship but 
must build his average to the 
minimum by the end of the 
spring quarter in order to be 
eligible for the program 
during the next academic 
year. 
Scholarships can be 
awarded on a one, two or three 
quarter basis depending upon 
the number of hours the 
student has completed toward 
las degree, Coppola said. 
The student who qualifies 
receives an authorization card 
that allows him $40 credit per 
quarter at the University Book 
GM, uto workers 
btfii ■•loiiBltois; 
th.ii.id. art idU 
DETROIT (API- 
Negotiators for the United 
Auto Workers and General 
Motors Corp. returned to the 
national bargaining table 
yesterday with little hope for a 
speedy settlement of the strike 
by 344,000 workers now in its 
second week. 
The session was the first 
called since contracts between 
the UAW and the Big Three 
automakers expired at 
midnight Sept. 14. 
When talks broke down 
shortly before the strike 
began, the union and the 
company were 25 cents apart 
on the first-year wage 
package and far apart on 
fringe benefit demands. 
& 
[Q,\ \. \ 
£ iia 
\ W   *     V. ■:■--. 5    -si 
allona    and    »n* I,,'    !"•     pa 
man'a   A womana      bool •     ahoaa     pania     lopa     sttia    handcratla    laalha'a     lawalfv 
draaaaa     autla     ahlrla     baada    eood   upi   and    collaa 
Store     to    purchase     his 
academic supplies. 
Coppola said the term 
academic supplies does not 
include such items as pens, 
pencils, spiral notebooks. 
The grant does include the 
purchase of books, art sup- 
plies biology kits and supplies 
required    for    laboratory 
classes. 
Grades are re-evaluated 
every spring to determine if a 
student is still eligible for the 
program and to determine if 
any other students have 
become eligible for the 
program. 
If a student does not spend 
the entire amount alloted to 
Mm, the balance is lost. The 
student cannot receive the 
money he does not spend nor is 
it added to the total that can be 
spent for the following 
quarter, Coppola explained, 
however the student spends 
more than the alloted amount 
the Bursar will be notified and 
the student will receive a bill 
for the amount of money spent 
over the limit. 
Students are under no 
obligation to return the books 
when they are no longer using 
them and may sell them and 
keep any money received 
from them, Coppola said. 
Students will be given six 
weeks each quarter in which 
to spend the alloted money. 
Fatal stabbing results 
from inmates' argument 
COLUMBUS (API - Daniel 
E. Early, an Ohio Peniten- 
tiary inmate, was stabbed to 
death Monday night during an 
argument with another 
convict, Warden Harold J. 
('.-u-dwcll said yesterday. 
He said the stabbing took 
place shortly after the lights 
were turned out In a dormitory 
above the prison's tailor shop. 
The 26-year-old Early was 
serving a 1-15 year term from 
Montgomery County for 
breaking and entering. He 
was the third inmate killed by 
another convict in the 
penitentiary this summer. 
Joseph Hignite, 38, serving 
a sentence from Hamilton 
County for assault to rob, was 
being held as a suspect in the 
latest stabbing while the Ohio 
Highway Patrol completes its 
investigation. 
Joseph Adams, 31, of 
Youngstown, was fatally 
stabbed July 29, and Gene 
Henry Welch, 34, of Jackson, 
was beaten to death July 31. 
Suspects in both slayings are 
still awaiting action by the 
Franklin County Grand Jury. 
Early was stabbed in the 
neck with a handmade knife, 
the warden said, and as the 
victim fled from his assailant 
he was stabbed twice more in 
the back. He died a short time 
later in the prison hospital. 
Early's crime record dates 
back to 1957 when he was 
confined in a Dayton detention 
center for breaking and en- 
tering. 
New U seeks help 
to keep operating 
By Gale Bogle 
Staff Reporter 
Want to teach your own 
course? The New University is 
looking for courses and in- 
structors so it can continue its 
function again this year. 
The New University, 
began last spring as a con- 
sequence of the Kent State 
killings, intends to resume full 
operation  this year. 
"Anybody can teach who 
submits a course title, 
description and time when 
they can teach," said Carol 
Sloman, graduate student in 
speech and a member of the 
New University Executive 
Committee. 
There are six colleges in 
the New University, 
Curriculum and Governance, 
Ecology, Peace, Culture, 
Minority Group Studies and 
Community Relations. 
"There Is no requirement 
to be   a teacher and no cen- 
sorship," said Miss Sloman. 
"All  courses are   instructor 
designed." 
The New University 
Executive Committee is 
requesting that any ad- 
ministrator, faculty member, 
student or interested person 
submit a course title and 
designate the college they 
want to teach in to the office of 
the New University at the 
Graduate Center. 
The executive committee 
will find the facilities for any 
person interested in teaching 
a course. They hope to get 
under way In one week, ac- 
cording to Miss Sloman. 
Last spring 3,600 students 
participated in 133 different 
courses. A    Sociology 
Department questionnaire 
which was sent to students to 
evaluate the New University, 
came back with a favorable 
response to the Idea, said Miss 
Sloman. 
HOWARD'S 
'The place to meet' 
COLD BEER 
& GOOD TIMES 
Typewriters 
Adding 
Machines 
Calculators 
Sales  All Makes 
Service Expert. 
Low Kates 
Rentals 
Hours: 
9:00 - 8:00 Daily 
Sot. till 5:00 
BETTER 
BUSINESS 
MACHINES 
227 S. Mill 
352-7780 
WFAL 
RADIO 680 AM 
TOP 40 - SOLID GOLD- PROGRESSIVE ROCK 
CAMPUS NEWS & EVENTS 
ON - AIR WED. SEPT. 23 
THE NEW Black Student Handbook was written by Gerald 
Dillingham. Its cover is black, red and green, the colors of the 
Black liberation movement. 
Black student manual aids 
University's minority groups 
By Kathy Gcodrirh 
Black students here will 
find their own student manual 
awaiting them. 
The bulletin-the Black 
Student Handbook-is the work 
of one man. 
Gerald Dillingham, junior 
(LA.), the author and editor of 
the handbook, felt that the 
official University Student 
Handbook was not relevant to 
the entire University, 
"especially minority group 
students," he said. 
"I felt the need for a 
source for black students," he 
continued. "A relative source 
written by Black people for 
Black students." 
Dillingham started work 
on the handbook last March 
and finished in mid-May. He 
consulted numerous sources 
for information, including the 
Student Financial Aids Office 
and the Registrar. 
The handbook contains 
sections on student life and 
activities, athletics, greek life, 
housing and student financial 
aid. Also contained is a two- 
page listing and brief 
description of the courses now 
offered at BGSU that 
Dillingham feels relate to the 
Black experience. 
The colors of the cover of 
the handbook-red, black, and 
green-are the liberation 
colors of the black people as 
established by Marcus Har- 
vey, whom Dillingham called 
"one of the vanguards of the 
Black movement." 
Two thousand copies Jfthe 
bulletin were printed this 
summer and are now 
available to students at 
several distribution points- 
Black Student Union Office, 
408 Student Services Bldg.; 
Student Development Office, 
315 Student Services Bldg.) 
Upward Bound Office, 
Education  Bldg.,  and  the 
Admissions     Office,     Ad- 
ministration Bldg. 
Copies of the handbook 
will be taken along by 
University recruiters in the 
coming year to fulfill what 
Dillingham described as the 
prime purpose of the book, " 
the active recruitment of 
black students" to the 
University. 
Dillingham hopes that the 
handbook, the first such 
project in detail concerning 
black students at BGSU, will 
be continued in the future by 
some other student or 
organization " to make this 
the first step in getting black 
students involved" in all 
facets of the University. 
It will be up-dated each 
year, until he said, " the 
University starts to Include 
such things in the catalog so 
the Student Bulletin will be 
for all students." 
Moore, Coate to attend 
campus unrest conference 
University President Dr. 
Hollis A. Moore will travel to 
Washington D. C. this Friday 
to discuss campus unrest with 
national representatives. 
Going with Dr. Moore to 
the three-day event will be 
Student Body President Roger 
Coate. They will meet with 
other university and student 
body presidents in formal 
discussion groups. 
The meeting is sponsored 
by the Association of Student 
Governments and is entitled, 
"A President to President 
Conference." This will be Dr. 
Moore's first conference of 
this nature with students since 
he became President. 
Addressing the assembly of 
university representatives on 
Friday will be Secretary of 
Defense Melvin Laird, 
Secretary of the Interior 
Walter Hlckel, and Selective 
Service Director Curtis Tarr. 
Following the speeches, 
small discussion groups will 
assemble to exchange ideas 
and to alleviate any misun- 
derstandings between "The 
Establishment" and 
uniwh-sity     representatives. 
Last year 600 university 
delegates and presidents were 
honored at the conference by 
such guests as the President, 
Commissioner of Education, 
and the previous Selective 
Service Director. 
TALENT????? 
BANDS?????????? 
Now Compiling List In UAO Office 
3rd Floor Union 
Are You Really Concerned? 
If So Here Is Your Chance To Become 
Involved 
The Studont Development Program Is Stoking 
Tutors For The Areas Listed   : 
Art  English  History 
Biology  Geography  Math   Speech 
If You Are Really Concerned 
Contact William E. Pitts 
315 S.S. Bldg. 
372-2280 
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FREE 
public 
ict cost 
TRAYS 
3-Pc 
Porcelain 
Enamel 
SAUCE PAN 
SET 
Vi, 1 and l'/i qt. sizes. 
% PARKING! 
840 SOUTH 
MAIN STREET /    «, 
BOWLING GREENi dT^ 
Ea. 
Quaker 
Decorative 
METAL 
SHELVING 
A^ 
^ 
»» 1+ 
?\> &> 
Fancy decorati e units.. 
Ideal tor bookcase, etc. 
N 
Woven 
Jacquard 
BATH 
TOWELS 
\<>o c<>» 
,<* 
^ 
sss Nsa 
Ipio tec< hon 
che"" CO 
\s. 
ns< 
Pi. 
**: 
'"Co rat i 
^ors        'Wed. 
f
°un<| *o 
Terry Cloth 
'T'-Towels 
18" x 30" 100 percent cotton 
terry   towel..fringed   ends., 
□orals and checks. 
3FOR*1 
BED SPREADS 
Throw style twin size bed spreads of 100 percent 
cotton, .some NO-1 RON..assorted prints, checks, 
florals, solids and plaids. 
100% 
Cotton 
Reg. 5" 
DISC. I 
25" x 42'" solid and velvet-type 
sheer, assorted colors, slight 
irregulars. 
Values V 
Royal Chef 
7-CUP 
Automatic 
ELECTRIC PERC 
Avocado gold 
Self • Adhesive 
METALIC FOIL 
«Z? 
Ideal   (or   -.hctf paper 
? yd*.  «  18 inchei ojo 
J?Jso 96 and ted 
Morgan Jones 
DISH CLOTHS 
100 percent cotton waffle 
weave dish clothes, in 
stripes. Reg. 20c Ea. 
«:)nllllS()ll WAX 
Sun 
Country 
air fresheners 
crisp outdoor scents 
that men like. too... 
&   ^.ISits 
J&> ■ 
West Point Stripe 
Pepperal 
Thermal 
BLANKETS/ K& 
7SS 
Heavy Gauge^SSfck 
VINYL SHOWER% 
CURTAINS     | 
Heavy duty 6-ft. x 6-ft. vinyl 
shower curtains in novelty 
prints and solids. 
Reg. *1" DISCOUNT 
62 
JUMBO Foam 
BED PILLOWS 
Shreaded foam filled bed pillows with 
floral ticking. 
22  26"x27 
55 percent Rayon and 45 percent 
Nylon completely washable 
blankets. 
Twin or Fill Slzi 
Reg.«5" 
WOOLITE 
Liquid 
8-oz. sizes 
39* 
' c 
COFFEE MUGS 
Heavy gauge glass..white. 
5< 
i .y 
•> 
Ea. 
Heavy Glass 
CEREAL BOWLS 
Assorted Irridescent colors. 
12^ 
*/"\ 
) 
c 
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State freezes liquor permits 
DISCUSSION will spill over from the 
Nest into the new Cardinal Room. It will 
Nawiphotot by Brian Stiffens 
be open from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday. 
The beer on campus issue 
has suffered another setback, 
this one at the hand of state 
officials. 
All Ohio liquor permit 
requests have been tem- 
porarily frozen until national 
census figures have been 
examined, according to the 
State Department of IJquor 
Control. 
Permits are issued on a 
population quota basis within 
political subdivisions. 
Necessary figures are 
expected to be compiled by the 
end of this month. 
Beer was to have been a 
feature of the recently com- 
pleted Cardinal Room, located 
on the south side of the 
University Union. 
Students had been after the 
beer right for more than two 
years before administrators 
finally okayed the Cardinal 
Room as the outlet. 
The Cardinal Room was 
completed this summer and 
will be open between 9 a.m. 
and 3:30 p.m., Monday 
through Friday, said Farrar 
M. Cobb, director of the 
Union. 
If the beer permit finally 
goes through, Cobb said, hours 
may be extended into the 
evenings and on  Saturdays. 
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The Biggest, Most Violent Adventure 
Ever To Explode You Out Of Your Seats 
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Agnew assaults Senate "Hamlets," 
refutes criticism on drug speech 
LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) - 
Vice President Splro T. Agnew 
said yesterday that the 
political pendulum is swinging 
away from the "political 
Hamlets "who . he said , 
dominate the Senate. 
He leveled an attack on 
Federal Communications 
Commissioner Nicholas 
Johnson, who had criticized an 
Agnew speech saying the drug 
culture Is Infiltrating popular 
music. 
Agnew said that Johnson's 
criticism, which pointed to 
weaknesses In society that 
drive people to drugs, "is the 
sort of fatuous nonsense being 
perpetrated on the American 
public by the super- 
permissive off iclals that have 
been allowed to take so much 
control of our government." 
His speech was prepared 
for a luncheon in support of 
the campaign of Rep. William 
Cowger, (R-Ky), facing a 
difficult re-election fight in a 
Louisville district that hat 
often reflected national 
electoral swings. 
Agnew urged that "we 
wake up to the carnage the 
permisslvists have caused." 
He described the political 
Hamlets as "vaccilatlng, 
waffling, wringing their 
hands, wallowing in 
alienation, blaming society for 
inadequacies In themselves 
and In others." 
Although he did not name 
those he was criticizing, 
Agnew defined them as "this 
little group of unwilling men" 
who "still dominate the Senate 
of the United States, still hold 
themselves out as candidates 
for election, still work their 
weakening will In the 
regulatory agencies of 
government." 
"But for them," Agnew 
said, "the time is out of Joint; 
a new day has arrived. The 
pendulum Is swinging In the 
other direction at long last. 
An infusion of good sense, of 
hard headedness, of tough 
mlndedness is running 
through American party 
politics." 
Agnew's trip to Louisville 
followed a debate, taped In 
New York Monday night, in 
which he laid the blame for 
campus disturbances on the 
"permissive attitude" of 
college administrators. 
COFFEE AND ORANGE JUICE will tempt me taste buds of 
students patronizing the Cardinal Room-but state officials say the 
beer will have to wait. 
Firebomb hits mortuary 
before slain officer's rites 
TOLEDO.Ohio (AP) - A 
Toledo funeral home was fire 
bombed early today Just hours 
before funeral rites were held 
there for slain police 
Patrolman William 
Miscannon. 
Damage was slight-some 
paint on the mortuary scor- 
ched and no one was Injured in 
the Incident. The fire was 
extinguished by policemen 
who were at the Sukjowski 
Funeral Chapel where the 
slain officer lay In state. 
The rites were conducted 
Tuesday morning with more 
than 300 policemen attending, 
some from Detroit, and 
Jackson, Michigan, and some 
from Cleveland and other Ohio 
cities. 
Patrolman Miscannon 
was slain as a man ap- 
proached a police cruiser in 
which he sat last Friday, 
firing a revolver point blank at 
the officer. 
The accused slayer, John 
McClellan, 26 who police say Is 
a Black Panther Party 
member, Is charged with first- 
degree   murder.       He   Is 
scheduled for arraignment 
next  Thursday. 
Meanwhile police have 
taken strict security 
precautions at the Toledo 
Safety   Building   where   Mc- 
Clellan is held. Prisoners In 
the city Jail are not being 
permitted visitors and 
everyone entering municipal 
courtrooms are being checked 
for weapons. 
Nicholson resigns post 
as city chief of police 
Milton J. Nicholson, 
Bowling Green police chief 
since 1968, has resigned his 
position effective Oct. 2. 
Nicholson Joined the 
department in 1958 as a 
patrolman, became a 
lieutenant in 1967 and was 
appointed chief a year later. 
Wood County Sheriff Earl 
L. Rife will apparently ap- 
point Nicholson a deputy in 
that  department on Oct. S. 
Lt. Donald Wilcox was 
appointed acting police chief 
by Bowling Green Mayor F. 
Gus Sklbble this morning. 
Wilcox will serve until civil 
service examinations can be 
given on Oct. 13, Skibbie said 
Pressures surrounding a 
departmental investigation in 
which two regular patrolman 
were suspended and two 
auxiliary members of the 
force were dismissed along 
with personality clashes In the 
department were cited by 
Chief Nicholson as reasons for 
his resignation. 
Wood County Sheriff Earl 
L. Rife said that chief 
Nicholson had inquired about 
Joining the department. 
"I told him at the time 
that if he didn't mind a drop in 
pay, I would be glad to have 
him as a deputy." 
UAO CAMPUS SHOW CASE 
$1.00 
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Punt returns   stun BG 
By Deany Whit* 
Spatts Editor 
MISSING THIS pass from Vtrn 
Wireman by just a hand's length 
is split end Mark Beach. The 
passing game was about that far 
off the mark all afternoon in the 
33 14 loss to Utah State. Beach 
was the top receiver in yardage 
gained with four catches for 56 
yards in his varsity debut. 
Runners rout Michigan pair 
By Dennif Leone 
SporU Writer' 
Sweeping five out of the top 
six places, the BG cross 
country team opened their 
season impressively last 
Saturday at Mt. Pleasant, 
Mich, with a convincing 
double victory over Central 
Michigan and Wayne  State. 
"They did fairly well for a 
season opener," head coach 
Mel Brodt commented of his 
Falcon harriers, "But all of 
them won't be that easy." The 
Falcons dominated the race 
from the start and easily 
outscored both Wayne State, 
15-49, and Central Michigan, 
16-40. Central topped Wayne 
16-47 in the other match-up of 
the triangular meet. 
The BG trio of Dave Wottle, 
Jim FersUe, and Sid Sink 
finished the four-mile course 
almost simultaneously, all 
crossing the tape in a time of 
20:46 to complete the Falcon 
sweep of the top four places. 
Central Michigan's John 
Costello prevented the 
Falcent from grabbing all of 
the top five places as he 
passed BG's Steve Danforth in 
the final stretch with a time of 
20:47. Danforth's sixth place 
time was 20:49. 
"I was pleased with some 
of the performances, and not 
so pleased with some others," 
said coach Brodt of the meet. 
"We'll be working straight 
through these early meets in 
order to get ready for the 
bigger ones later." 
The Falcon harriers open 
their home campaign this 
Saturday, facing Buffalo State 
and former MAC conference 
member, Marshall. 
Ph«» kr John neaMff 
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SCORING BREAKDOWN 
Quarter 12 3 4 Total 
BGU       7 0 7 0 14 
USU 6 0621 33 
LOGAN, UTAH-The 
Falcons will not go un- 
defeated, and they dropped 
their second straight season 
opener to Utah State, but • 
glance at the scoring 
progression might leasen the 
gloom of defeat. 
The conquerors from 
Bridgerland in majestic 
Cache Valley, rebounded from 
an opening 37-4 loos of their 
Coupon sal* 
Since no athletic coupon 
books or tickets will be sold at 
the gates for Saturday's home 
football game with Dayton, 
students are urged to buy one 
or the other prior to 
game time. 
The coupon books are now 
on sale in the Memorial Hall 
ticket office, open daily from I 
a.m. to 5 p.m., and on 
Saturday morning from 9 a.m. 
to 11 a.m. They can also be 
purchased in the first floor 
lobby of the University Union, 
Friday only, from 9 ajn. to 4 
pjn. 
Priced at three dollars 
($3.00), the book grants ad- 
mission to all home football 
and basketball contests. A 
temporary or permanent 
student ID card is required for 
purchase. 
Students may also pur- 
chase student guest tickets 
($3.00) and individual game 
tickets ($.50) at the Memorial 
Hall office. 
own, in which they trailed only 
164 to Kansas State with a 
quarter to go. Those last 15 
minutes proved disastrous for 
Bowling Green, too, a week 
later. 
No sooner did the clubs 
change directions than the Big 
Blue unleashed speedster Bob 
Wicks, who wedged his way to 
the BG goal line, 84 yards 
away, after tucking away Tom 
Lawrence's sixth punt, 
leaving the hosts ahead to 
stay. 
Perhaps dazed by the 
startling turn of events, the 
Falcons' punt coverage unit 
weaved every which way but 
in John Strycula's broken field 
path to another distant (73 
yards) touchdown, mounting 
the lead to 36-14 with 6*5 left. 
Moat other statistic* were 
Groovy Gifts 
To Go 
Easy On The $$$$ 
Stuffed Animals 
Chess Sets 
Stationary 
Contemporary Lamps 
Sculptures 
Novelty Items 
4711  Eau  De Cologne 
\ on nn"s 
GIFT X   VIM SHOP 
!.>(> \oiih  Main    Y 
ILK ML 
The male animal" gets more 
colorful every season-more 
flair, more dash. As you can 
see, flare bottoms and 
sweater styling really do it. 
Heavy! 
Slimming flare bottoms as- 
sure it! Her slacks with 
matching peplum vest from 
FOUR CORNERS put her 
with the lithe, willowy set. 
Sty* ImuprBitg S^op 
^ 
532 E. Wooster 
Phone 352-5165    Mon. Thru Sot. 9:00 o.m. - 
HOT ■»!••>• by D»n«» "Klt« 
AMONG THE ttmU Bowling Green 
delegation in Utah State's Romney 
Stadium last Saturday was University 
president Dr. Hollis Moore (right) and 
assistant athletic director Dale Herbert. 
dominated by BG , including 
first downs, passing ( 1441, 
164 yds) and rushing ( 55-175 
yds.) but they were beaten in 
passes had intercepted -0) 
and punts blocked (1-0). 
Disappointment was 
widespread, but maybe 
severest for quarterback Vern 
Wireman, who was deter- 
mined to lead the revenge- 
minded Falcons to victory 
after surviving some vicious 
blitzes a year ago. Vern was 
as erratic as his new cast of 
receivers. 
Sophomores Mark Beach 
(4-66 yds). Billy Fisher (4-52), 
and Bill Pittman (1-12) and 
veteran tight end Lawrence 
(5-441 managed to latch on to 
14 passes between them, 
despite dropping some and 
having some thrown off 
target. 
The running game was not 
overwhelming, but en- 
couraging over past per- 
formances with Wireman and 
fullback Jerry Fields scoring 
on one yard slants and Jim 
Meeker (12-51 yds.) and Roger 
Murray (11-37) carrying for 
good gains. 
Meanwhile, the Big Blue 
was running up only six first 
downs rushing and four 
passing. Linebacker Bob 
Simmons, All-MAC end Phil 
VUlapiano and tackle Larran 
Meador led the tackling 
statistics. Simmons, who 
made 15 assisted tackles, did 
not practice Monday with his 
left leg wrapped in an ace 
bandage, but should be in the 
starting lineup for the Dayton 
game. 
The loss to the Aggies left 
all the players and coaches 
hurt, one way or another. 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
SPECIALS 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO 
ML   LIMIT QUANTITIES 
"    JamOIIS Jor 
Jreihnest! 
Open Daily 9 a.m. -10 p.m. 
115 Railroad St.   —   Dave Bercaw, Mgr.   —    Phone 352-5124 
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